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Spelling Challenge
For each question below a number of similar words appear, but only one is spelled correctly and 
matches the clue that is provided. Write the letter of the correctly spelled word in the space by the 
question number.

1.
Past tense of "thank."
A. thanked   B. thankede   C. thankd   D. thankked

2.
Education imparted in a series of lessons or class meetings; "She took a 
______ in basket weaving."

A. corse   B. course   C. kourse   D. cours

3.
A group of cattle or sheep or other domestic mammals.
A. herde   B. hird   C. held   D. herd

4.
Appealing to the eye; "Oh Erika, you look just ______."
A. lovely   B. lovily   C. lovelye   D. loveli

5.
Thrown into a state of intense fear or desperation.
A. frughtened   B. frightend   C. frightened   D. frigtened

6.
Two considered together.
A. botv   B. beth   C. both   D. bothe

7.
Synonym of "likewise" and "as well".
A. be�des   B. besades   C. bexides   D. besides

8.
A gear position that acts as a parking brake.
A. parp   B. park   C. pork   D. perk

9.
A period of time containing 365 days.
A. yer   B. yeir   C. year   D. yair

10.
A person who lives near another.
A. neighbor   B. nieghbor   C. neighber   D. neirhbor
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